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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is merely to indicate briefly 
certain points of difference between the standard French lan* 
guage and the Avoyelles French dialect in some of their ele- 
mento of grammar and diction* Throughout the thesis an effort 
is made to point out the manner in which and the extent to 
which the dlaleet has deviated from its parent tongue* In 
order to make this paper as brief as is reasonably possible, 
only those points of grammar and diction which are at re la- 
tlvely great variance in the two tongues are treated. If the 
point of dissimilarity between the two tongues is merely a 
slight variation of pronunciation» no mention of it Is made, 
except, perhaps, incidentally in the phonetic transcription 
of an example illustrating some other point of difference*
Ho mention is made of any deviation from the standard lan­
guage that is not in general use in the dialect* Large topics 
of grammar in which the two languages do not differ appreci­
ably are omitted from the study altogether*
On the whole, the dialect does not differ from the par­
ent tongue as much as is generally believed, as this treatise 
will show* It Is Indeed remarkable that a language never
2written* as was the ease* should endure for so long a period 
and suffer so few and sueh slight changes* In fact It was a 
matter much more difficult than merely enduring; it was a 
matter of persisting on a foreign soil where a conscientious 
effort was continually toeing made to establish more firmly 
the official language at the expense of "weeding cut" the 
native* Xt should toe borne in mind that during the last one 
and a third centuries the official language* the language of 
the schools* and in a large measure the commercial language 
of the Avoyelllan has been English* The preservation of the 
relative purity of the language appears even more remarkable 
when one considers the fact that the language was never re** 
vived or stimulated toward improvement or rectification toy 
any Influx of immigrants who spoke it correctly* For it 
should toe known that during this time very few native-born 
Frenchmen came to Avoyelles Parish; and then it is doubtful 
whether these neglible few spoke French more correctly than 
the Avoyellians* Moreover* to express it in their own lan­
guage; "C *est pas tout! c'est que *1 language de cette dizaine 
ja z z  A t  A & / / a . ^ d ^  c/ 9  < o c f c f/z A n  w
ou quinzaine de sales Gascons etait un peu tros cochon pour 
Ae:z At? c/e a^, / cfgc/o e/e ce jo$/> fro _ 
un Avoyelllan vouloir el copier*"
^od:r ce /73Vo/^ ’e va/wsc 91 /ojcy/L
3The AvoyeIlian has a rather pronounced antipathy for the 
esprit Gaulols. The frank vulgarity of the so-called Gascon 
is particularly repugnant to h im *
Briefly* the treatment the language has received in 
Avoyelles Parish has been* quite obviously* a far cry from 
that which it has received in the mother country* where an 
academy * whose chief purpose was to purify and improve the 
language * was subsidised by the government.
It will be noted from the study that follows that the 
majority of deviations from the parent tongue fall into 
three large classes* vis**(l) corrupted pronunciations* (2) 
the elimination or the disregard for the less essential 
principles of grammar* and (3) the incorporation of foreign 
or strange words and idioms.
(1) It is perfectly natural for words to undergo changes 
in pronunciation when they are never recorded in writing. Of 
course* to alter the pronunciation of a word was equivalent 
to changing the word outright in the dialect* as the tongue 
was purely oral* In most Instances a subsequent change should 
have so distorted the original sound as to make the relation* 
ship of the two words obsoure. In many Instances the words 
and phrases of the dialect are syncopated forms, as It were* 
of those of the standard language* It should not be Inferred, 
however* that the words resulting from altered pronunciations
of the standard forme are unnecessarily slovenly or ridicu- 
louely abbreviated^  Indeed* they are not*
(2) It is perfectly natural also for highly literary 
forms and usages to be discontinued from a purely oral Ian* 
gauge. At no time was there anything to stimulate higher 
literary activity in the native language of the Avoyellian; 
hence* it gradually lost much of its former affluence and 
style* But* at the same time, much superfluity was elininated 
and the residue resulting therefrom is the direct and effi­
cient dialect of the Avoyelles Frenchman —  a dialect still 
very rich, but in essentials only* As far as the wpruning 
off” of non-essentials is concerned* perhaps it would not be 
amiss for other peoples to profit by the example of the Avoy- 
ellian. Although the Avoyellian can* and does say occasion­
ally (in four syllables only) t "Q.u’est-ce qua c*est quo cela?" 
_ <5e/c s a  _
fee prefers to say merely: tt^ ui c'est e&?",and his countrymen
/? / SG <5c2 
understand him quite readily* Even the fastidious Parisian 
should not experience so much difficulty understanding him*
(3) The incorporation of English words in the dialect 
of the Avoyellian has been an urgent necessity. The French 
for the new English words created by modern progress, solence 
and invention has never been readily available; hence, the
5necessity of tie lag the English word directly in French eon* 
versation* At host* it le very difficult for a people to 
apeak simultaneously two languages without letting each in* 
finance the other* When the Avoyellian speaks English his 
"Frenchlness” is grossly apparent* If his French has so in* 
fluenoed hie English# what has not his English done to his 
French! For one met not lose sight of the fact that his 
schooling has been altogether in the English language* all 
of hie literary activity ** for pleasure and for profit ** 
has been exclusively in the English* In view of all of this* 
should not one ssarvel at the ability of the Avoyellian to 
speak any French at all* however distorted it i&ay he or how* 
ever much it m y  differ from the approved standard language? 
Well organised family life* general neighborly activities* 
and a high regard for tradition are perhaps exclusively re­
sponsible for the perpetuation of the native tongue • Ferhaps 
the only institution of a public nature to contribute to the 
preservation of the purity of the language has been the Cath* 
olio Church* For, the priest did conduct part of his mass in 
French occasionally; and some of the children did learn ** 
orally though ** their catechism and prayers in French. Even 
today many Avoyellians count their beads daily in French.
The dialect of the Avoyelles Frenchman should not be 
construed as the conglomerate patois of an illiterate people.
6For* indeed it is not I Xt is a highly evolved so lent if io 
language capable of eonveylng accurately minute details of 
thought, xt le net unusual to hear college graduates» who 
speak Avoyelles trench» discuss intricately deep topics in 
their native tongue* Even more* occasionally one may see 
them# during the course of a heated argumsnted ever a much- 
mooted question* reject their English in disgust and resort 
to their native dialect; or perhaps merd frequently, employ 
each in alternate remarks* Of course, very naturally one 
vottld expect the vocabulary of the dialect proper to be
somewhat limited* v
>
The Avoyelles Frenchman is very proud of his language* 
He has a very affectionate feeling for his native tongue * 
Furthermore, he believes that it Is very effective and suf* 
fie lent* Be dees net relish the study of standard French* 
"£t, eonme dit-lui, de fa qu’il a plus peur e’est qu'en
&  /’D/T7 d/ /(£f </d s5<3 b' /a yo/y jooer- >se /riL
essayant d * improuver sa langue, 11 la gat®
^ne^eyZ. c /iy> ru  ve <sd / /& . / / / ^ f  —
He is perfectly satisfied to read in English and to speak
in his French dialect*
As was indicated in the very beginning of this thesis 
its object Is not to compile a set of rules whereby a com­
plete grammar may obtain• it is,as was stated before * rather
7to point out as briefly a» possible the more flagrant dif~ 
foromoes between the grammatical form and usage® of the 
Avoyelles French dialeot and those of the generally accepted 
standard French language* In treating a point of p m f  in 
which the dialect is at variance with the parent tongue, a 
conscientious effort is mad® to point out the difference * In 
order to ©onvey accurately to the reader the idea or signi* 
finance of the point under dieoueeion m  effort ie used® to 
illuetrate it faithfully In a short sentence or phrase» typi«* 
sally dialectal whenever possible* Furthermore* this sentence 
or phrase is transcribed phonetically end also translated 
into standard French* In every sentence offered by way of 
illustration an attempt is node to select one that will bring 
out incidentally one or store additional points of difference 
between the two languages* One must* therefore* be admonished 
not to regard these illustrations as being the only locution® 
the Avoyellian can commend* In some instances they are not 
even the most usual* In other instances he has more erudite 
locutions; perhaps some that are more congruous grammatically 
or perhaps some that more nearly parallel their prototypes 
in the standard tongue*
An effort ie made to preserve as far as possible the or­
thography of the standard French* Except where the standard 
spelling of a word interferes with the pronunciation of its
8dialectal counterpart, no attempt ie made to alter it* Thus, 
silent verb endings and other silent letters are retained in 
spelling the words of the dialect. Otherwise, all words of 
the dialoet are spoiled exactly as they are sounded accord­
ing to the rules of standard French orthography. In every 
instance, a meticulously scrupulous effort is mads to tran­
scribe the dialectal conversation faithfully and accurately.
In the various rules of grammar, contraction, elision, 
and pronuneiation, stated in this thesis, the words before. 
»£iS£. precede. and follow carry the meaning of Juxtaposi­
tion unless otherwise expressed* The more words vowel and 
consonant are used to designate also vowel sound and con­
sonantal sound. Throughout the thesis the abbreviations s , p. 
and F * are used to denote standard French language and 
Avovelles French dialect, respectively. Other abbreviations 
and symbols used are those generally found in current gram­
mar texts* The International Phonetic symbols are used to 
indicate all pronunciations. A table showing these symbols 
is given on the next page*
The table given on the next page is reproduced from the 
texts Kew Complete French Grammar by Fraser, Squ&ir, and 
Coleman, and published by D. C. Heath and Co.
9e
M ,
Symbols Examples % Symbol®
*• 5 .JL al.vlvo (/?/, vj±v ) xj^
s ,
JU pu .rnise (joy, s n y .z ) X j£
£ ,  e W  (e/e )
oreux ,ereue©T~^ : o r
>.</*, ^ J ;f
♦ - *
pr*s .pore U>r«s7 oe>r\ i
*
fin .prince {+£, p r i : s ) s / 
neuf (/7^/ 1 
nn.hnabXe \ps, <&: b !). p
4
patt® .part\paf, jo a  -s) \n  
pa® tpaeB® joczs) ' , ,z
tant,'tante(^/ f a ' f ): r
4
n o t e , t o r f p : r )  * s  
rond ,ronde(Z"■/" 
sot,ohose /£; ^ f
tout,tour {tu , f u ; r }  * y 
rlande \y j£ . \d  ) 
lul (/£//' )







beau trob® {do, r o  4 )  
dame,fade (</a/n, 
fort fneuf 7 )
gant,dogu© '  c /p g r )
ahat ( a ( / ? ) a \ , 
ear ,roc ( k^  r p l ) 
long, seul (/«V^  &&■1 )
mot,dame { / n o  <d&/??) 
ni ,ane /$y, c^/7'
agneau,digne (<#^<3 )
pas,tap® (/^/ ^Z5) 
drap ,par (c^d?, /?<3/~)
si,pens® (*57, jO & .:s ) 
chou,lach© j/S:, )
tae ,patte /?<?/} 
vin ,oav© (1^ , .2-' v )
zone ,ros© {z°:^  r o : zz)
Jo,rouge (^29, )
sign of length 
However, it is manifestly necessary to make a ©light 
modification in the above system of symbols® It is necessary 
to use some sign to show that the symbol employed doe© not 
Indicate exactly the actual sound, or that there is some
10
doubt as to the eholoe between two close sounds . In either 
case a dot (*) placed directly over the symbol ie the sign 
used to indicate its inaccuracy or doubtfulness# thus d t 
indicates that the sound m y  closely approach or that« 
for example* the smbols^/e more correctly indicate the
The symbol crJi is used to express 8emi**nasaXity*
CHAPTER X
THE ARTXCias
The article has practically the same usage 1b the A* P. 
as in the S* Ft Xu the A* P. It has forms to show gender and 
number corresponding exactly to all of those prevailing in 
the S« Ft Except In two Instances * these corresponding forms 
are identical« Except for the few slight exceptions noted 
below* the rules governing the use* position* and function 
of the article are the same In the two languages*
The masculine singular form of the definite article is
X«e profeaseur me fait ecrire une these*
Before or after a vowel sound the ©, of §1 is elided* Whether 
the sound should then be indicated as or 1,1 is possibly a 
debatable question; but* since the article is positively 
never spoken In the A* F«* it would appear more plausible to 
indicate it as *1*
*L dcolier a pas tros envie d*ecrire ga*
i/je d \ pck ' 1?o. z<zvi. dekre:r ^  _
L’etudiant ne ddsire pas trop ecrire cela*
jgl {& / )«
El profeaseur em fait ecrire aine these*
12
A1 a prie *1 crayon do *1 home*
Id- pr/I, d/om
Elle a pria le crayon do I’homme*
The masculine singular form of the indefinite article 
la un and it is usually pronounced j^g* frequently* however* 
it is pronounced JT before a consonant*
II y a un tas de oouillonnade icite*dans*
II y a beaueoup de sottises dans ceci*
The feminine singular form of the indefinite article is
ji
invariably alne (cf/7 ) .* 
hale ca otest aine affaire J
_ rr?e S3* so  T i r? a ^ & r  _
Voila une affaire £
The rules governing the es$»loyment« repetition* 012le­
sion* and eontraetion of the article in the sentence are the 
same in the A. F* as in the s * F. There aret however, a few 
slight variations in the application of these rules that 
should be noted*
 ^.. -The article aine ) is spelled eine by some stu­
dents; although the same sound results from either spelling, 
aine seems to be more in conformity with 8. F . orthography* 
The A* F* nasal differs from t e S. F. nasal <5^ duo to a 
difference in open s • A dot over the symbol (s 9s) ©ervos 
to indicate this difference.
The article ie not emitted from the partitive expression 
before nouns preceded by adjectives unless the sentence be 
negative* of course* or contain an expression of definite 
quantity*
He nous out pass^ du bon oafe'*^
_7 nu .zS ' joa^ se dy bo . -
El lee nous ont pass© de bon cafe* 
lie ont pu de grandee terres*
__/ zo pyd yrcxn /hr ^
lie a*ont plus de grandee terras*
Ej veux un bouchel de bonnes peches*
_ ey v<^> 3e b u jd / de /ben pe T _
/ ^
Je desire un bolsseau de bonnes peches.
The article ie not omitted from the partitive after
words of quantity unless these be definite» as noted above*
or unless the statement purport to express a general truth*
II fm fait tree (beaueoup) de la peine*
—//?7 f e  fro (bu/u) d/a pzn _
XI me fait trop (beaueoup) de peine*
El recolteur repoit peu d*argent pour son ouvrag©.
_ e! re/oifoe:r r(e)awa pp c/arpo: pur nave#
Le fermier revolt peu d'argent pour son travail.
^•..Ils ( / ) is plural of both aj, ( a  ) and 11 ( / )»
14
The article ie never inserted between monsieur (madam©, 
mademoiselle' and a title or nickname as ie don© in the S* F.- 
If monsieur> etc*, are employed the title, office, or other 
appellation must follow directly as though it were a plain 
name#
Via monsieur president (bavardeur, etc*)#
prezida (&<3V<z:r4cer) _
Voila monsieur le president (1© bavardeur, etc*)*
Generally fractions are used without the article* If, 
however, the numerator of the fraction is unity it may be 
expressed by el« The frequently spoken fractions, deux tiers 
and trols quarts are sometime© preceded by el* The plural 
form of the article is never employed to express fractions 
in the A* F.
trels oinqul&mes, el sixieroe, (el) deux tiers
lee trois cinquiernes, le six!©me, lee deux tiers
The simple article is frequently replaced in the dialect 




The adjectives are employed in the dialect in practic­
ally the same manner as in the standard language. Generally, 
their comparison, pluralization, gender inflection, position 
in tne sentence, function and diction are respectively iden­
tical in the two languages. All deviations In form and usage 
are purely individual.
All deviations from the S» F. of the hundred-or-so most 
commonly used adjectives are noted below.
The following adjectives having two masculine forms in 
S. F., have only one in A, Fs,
Un vlell homrae; un bel arbre
The following masculine adjectives have their final con­
sonants pronounced, giving to tnem equivalent feminine sounds
beau { A o ) 9 fou }, mou {/?7U) 9 nouveau {nuvo} % vieux (if j f t )  
Un vieux homme; un beau arbre {j
las (/<3S ), long sot adroit { d d r w & f } % droit
£troit { e f r k / & T )
^Final ”rn Is frequently omitted in the dialect.
16
El chemin est droit et etroit*
^ s i & c/rw&f' e efrw&t^
/ - "Le chemin ©et droit et ©traits
ihe following adjectives which may be placed either be­
fore or after the noun modified in s* F.*f can be used only 
after the noun in a. F;
long, fou, sot, smat [s /x e f), leger, vif, mou
the feminine forms of the following adjectives differ in 
the two languages:
masc. fern* A* F. fem. S* F.
seo sec ( £ £  k  ) seche
ldger l^gerde ( / e j £  f 'c/ ) l^ gera
The A« F* adjectives listed below have completely super­
seded their S« F* equivalents;
vive
Aine femme legerde sur aine jument viffe.
Une femme l^g^ re sur une jument vive
S. F
smat {^ y77<2 / ) m. & f 
vaillant -e <%■ )




v .. .Droit« pronounced a lr  Wr].* is a noun meaning "right" 
in the A# F*
17
dur -© {d < u r ) hard!
cher -e coflteux
capon -no (k < 3 .p a  ) poltron, IsLch©
etudiant -e ( e fy c /jc c  ) studieux
oroohe ) a. & r. ferooicedj courbe/
orochl -e { k r o ^ Y  ) ;bent: courbe"
saoul -le (%5^  < su /) ivre
mall -e ) souille"
pare - e f pret
rosea { f O S  ) m. & f* lent
malcontent -e /c d  f  x  ) mdoontent
faohe is equivalent to English "angry" •
courbe (JsC 6^/>e) ±s equivalent to ISngliah "humped”, 
orochl plus croche qu'un baril de serpents
^.Jcrof/ jo/y kta/' Yd? Y><zn'd ■ sery 3. _
courbe pis qu'un baril de serpents
The possessive adjectives of the A, F. do not differ at 
all in form or function from those of the s* F,; and the ex­
tent and purpose of their use in the sentence is practically 
the same.
The demonstrative adjective ce of . F. is os {O S } in 
the A. F. The s. F. suffix -ci of the phrases oe,,.».-cl.
oette.... -cl. and oes,..«»-oi is replaced by -ici ( /»37- )
in the dialect. Otherwise, the demonstrative adjectives of
the iialtoi do not differ fnm those of the standard language 
In fora or usage*
So livre-icij oette plume*tel
The interrogative adjective Of the dialect is quel $
no far as sound is concerned, its agreements in the tee Ian* 
guages are correspondingly identical* Its usage dose not differ 
H&rom that in the S. f* Ou Ku  ) Is another interrogative of 
the dialect and it le used predieatively only*
ItimfflaMBB* *» IWtalUifrJMill ( -swasSiToz ) *„ the 
dialect* Otherwise, the numerals are mutually identical in 
the tee languages*
0e livre-ei; oette plume-ci
CHAPTER III
ADVERBS
Of the most commonly used "bona fide" adverb© of standard 
French the following are not extant In the Avoyelles dialect; 
autrefois, certeg, d^sormais, dordhavent, jadls, ndanraoins 
The following s. F* adverbs have been replaced in the 
dialect by the words Indicated;
S. F* A* F.
a ins I comm© §a sa)
alors apres {dp re )
ensuite apres (cl pf"G)
oertes car tenement ( S S r  /  r? 2z )
pis pire (/0£T) :except in tant pis;
tree beaucoup (£>U
parfois quelquesfols { ^ / ( r f v v a . )
toutefois c©pendant (y5pZz c/cl)
volontiers de bon ooeur {c /g  h>P) i^ce/r )
point pas
Just as in the S. F* most attributive adjectives are
transformed Into adverbs by the addition of meat to the fern* 
sing. form. Aside from the mere suffixian of nent to the fern. 
sing, form, other modifications are rare In the dialect. Except
20
for the adverb iffifiiens^meat e  rr? £Z ) the final mute ea
of the adjective Is possibly never pronounced J ?  by the suf~ 
fixion of ment, Thus one hears aveuglement {d i/a ? y /&  av a- ) , 
preoisenent (jO /^e < s /'z /7 7 & t\ , ©to* Adjectives whose mas.o, 
sing, forms end in ant and eat are generally not formed into 
adverbs,
Host of the prepositional and fixed phrases used as ad­
verbs in the S, F, are extant in the A, P. Tout a coup, how­
ever, ha© been replaced by tout d’un coup (/& c/a? J a ) m
The degree of the adverb is indicated in ti^e A, p. in 
the same manner as in the S, P, However, plus que (y?/fy\s Jr&) 
is used Indiscriminately for S. F, plus que and plus de; 
mo ins que (m vre  Jed) is used likewise,
Al est plus b&te que *1 poulin h Thompson,
_ <2 /e jo/y Jef~ Jed/ yoa /e 2 /dps/in _
File est plus bet© que le poulin de Thompson,
9J ai moIns quYun million de piastres,
— mu? £ /f €* Ttil]j 2  dt S —
J#ai moins dfun million de dollars,
S, F, plus (smore) has three forms in the dialect, viz,,
plus (yc/y ), plusae (y O /y s ) f and £u [yO y), The word plusse 
must be used if it carries the sense of adverbial comparison 
and the adverb does not immediately follow, whether que (A>) 




XI a (pas) vu plusse que man*
/& Cyxz) vy /°{ys ^
II (n9) a (pas) vu plus que mol.
Tu as (pas) plusse que parler.
_7^f C/oa.) K d  jO d r /e
Tu (n9) as (pas) plus que parler#
Ils an ont (pas) donn^ plusse#
_/ ^z.a no Cpa) d o n e  f ^ Y s
Ils (nv) an ont (pas) donne' (de) plus.
Al a (pas) fait plusse que £a,
d \/S  Jtk-3. /& pa) y e  p/ys ne na.
Kile (n9) a (pas) fait plus que oela.
Yousautres en a (pas) fait beaueoup plusse#
_j/ u z o f  a : n a  C y x ) j ^ e  / ° { y ^ _
Vous (nv) en avez (pas) fait beaueoup plus.
But plus (y C )/y ) must be used if an adverb (or other word) 
intervenes between the comparative and que (/<?) whether this 
latter be expressed or izqplied.
Al 91 a fait plus aisement que toi.
_/?/ /a. fe p./y e z e m a f  fvd ,
Kile I9a fait plus faciloiaent que tol.
II a (pas) rnarche/ plus douoement.
_/' /& (fnc) marfe p/y da.j/??5.
II (n*) a (pas) mar one' plus lentement*
Sus (pas) plus grand; aller plus ©n grand*
fjo < x ) jo /y  y / 'tz  < * 'e  /° ^ y  &  y r ^ - —
Je (ne) suls (pas) plus grand; aller plus an grand*
And, if s, F. plus has the sens© of mere negation, exhausted 
quantity, or discontinued quality it must be translated by pu
(y^ y) in the dialect irrespective of its position in the sen­
tence or of negational adjuncts*
II y en a pu (du tout).
_/ /a r  /7ci y u  (<dy tic ) _
II n'y en a plus.
Al est pu la*
_<f /<? joy /?
Bile n'est plus 1&*
On est pu (jai.als) revenu*
_d no p y  (jczme) r^vrty _
Nous ne somaes plus revenue*
II y en a touJours pu*
-/ yez fay d r  p y
II nfy en a pas encoxe*
Observe:
II y en faut pu (d’autres) (sufficient; no more are necessary]
_/ y £  p y  (c/df) «.
and
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II y en faut plusse(encore) {hot sufficient;more are necessary] 
— ^  y  ^  -w  j f o  . / o f y '3 ( c X ^ D r )  _
The adjunct pas is never used with jgu.
Observe further;
II y en faut pu. (enough)
_ /  ja. f o  p y
II n'y en faut plus*
II y en faut pas plusse. (enoughj
— / y &  y c c  y /y ^ s
II n9y en faut pas plus*
The last example is elliptical9 que ca ^<3) being inplied.
h. B The word plus of the stereotyped non plus (=noit-er)
is pronounced * y / y  •
To express negation the word pas {p & ) is all that is 
necessary in the dialect* The word ne of S. /. is positively 
never used* The position of pas in the sentence is practically
the same as in the S. F* A statement is made negative by mere­
ly suffixing pas to the principal verb word*
Ej peux pas ecrire aine these*
pf£ e^rer err? ferz
Je ne peux pas Ecrire de tJieee*
II est pas (assez, troa, aussi, plus) snat.
_/ /e fofe (d.se feo osi P/y) -s/77&fe
II n’est pas (assess, trap, auesi, plus) sage.
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SI professeur a pas envie de lire ga-ioi.
— jOrc>yi*so9r & pa: cz\//d. /er s a js j
Le professeur n© desire pas lire ceoi.
To make full infinitives negative pas must be prefixed; like­
wise for absolute locutions;
Pas boire serait triste pour Qargantua*
-pet v<sr -^re fr/j p a  S' p'dLCf&fld'^  „
He pas boire serait triste a Gargantua. 
l5st-oe qu’il est venu? Pas encore!
J e  y /iy  P ^
Sst-il venu? Pas encore!
Pas also replaces non of S. F. in suoh expressions as; 
pas sucre"; pas seulement; pas mains, etc*
^pa: pa, s5<oe//770 p<x m w e  _
non eucr^ ; non seulement; non mo ins, etc*
Hon (/?c)) is used only in the absolute sense, or in one or 
two stereotyped phrases as non plus {/7<D p / y ).
The absolute looution of affirmation or concession for 
positive questions is: ouals! (FK£?); of dissentlon or refusal; 
non! (/7c?), The word of affirmation or concession for negative 
questions is non also; 1* e. non sustains the negative sense 
in tne question* Si, of tne standard language is never used in 
the dialect*
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3st~oe que tu veux lire rna these? —  non, meroij
«<5^c9 Jy y^ > /er /?7 <5L . fez /7$ /7?£r$i
Veux-tu lire ma these? —  Hon, raercij
Tu veux pas la lire? —  HonI Tu es sure? —  OuaisS
_/y v^ > /dcz /& /er /70 Te we
Tu ne veux pas la lire? ~  Si 2 Es*tu sure? —  ouii
Full negation is expressed in the dialect by the use of
Ajo ~ «=^>
suoh words as jamais {ycc/vye) % personae {j O<e : ji ), rien
etc., either witu or without the assistance of pas; 
the adjunction of pas appears to he a mere uatter of indis­
criminate choice.
*J al jamais vu les quintuplettes a Oliva.
/e /cefypUt <2 0/ VcS- I,
Je n*ai jauais vu les quintuplettes d*Oliva. 
f J al pas jamais rien ecrit de plus b£te.
^ye ycz. y<x/7?e . /y 'F ' e/cr/d y>/y bet
Je n’ai Jamals <£crlt rien de plus sot.
CHAPTER IV*
x o m s
Difference in the gender of nouns in the language and 
the dialect is quite frequent* The names of beings in which 
the sex is readily apparent are usually of the gender cor­
responding to the sex* The names of things not hairing sex, 
or of beings whose sex is not readily determinable, have in 
the majority of oases the same gender they have in the s* F.
In determining the gender of such nouns the Avoyellian is 
guided almost wholly by the sound of the word* He is prone 
to assign the feminine gender to nouns beginning with a 
vowel* His choice in this instance is very probably influ­
enced by the elision between the word and the article or by 
"liaison” with the adjective* If the noun ends in a pronounced 
consonant other than ^  or r he has a tendency to assign to It 
the feminine gender again* With almost equal regularity he 
will choose the feminine gender for abstract nouns and con­
crete nouns whose endings resemble those of abstract nouns*
In his guesses for nouns ending in silent consonants h© seems 
to manifest a preference for the masculine gender. In the mat­
ter of gender it would appear that the Avoyellian 1© too eager 
to make the frequent general* Quit© obviously, examples of
nouns whose gender in the A* F* is opposite that prevailing 
in the s. F, are numerous# Below are listed some of the more 
Qommon;
Nouns masculine in tne S* F. but feminine in the A, Fs 
air, opera, accent, avis, or, argent, alphabet, accident, 
ouvrage, orage, ombrage, doute, exam p le9 exercloe, hiver, 
hdpital, dge, moustique, examen, endroit, esprit, arc-en~ 
oiel, etat
*J ai jamais 6 t 6 a *1 Opera Francaiae*O
y e  zcz/he e /e  a  . /o jo e ra  y/r<z.<5£ z  _  . _
Je suis jamais alle a 1*opera Franpais#
Nouns masculine in the A, F. but feminine in the s. Fs 
fourmi, caution, orange, manoeuvre, syllabe 
Ss petit fourmi peut pas por.er es gros orange.
_  9s jpf? ^ u r /77/ \ y)<z cyro o/'tcyy
Cette petite fourmi ne peut pas porter oette gross© orange.
The following nouns having double gender or two gender 
forma in the S# F. are invariably masculine in the A. Fs i 
enfant, oamarade, compagnon, proprietaire, locataire, Ssl&ve, 
eeoller
Cette fille est un bon Eeoller.
U e
Cette fille est une bonne c^oliere*
The following words of single gender in the h. F. have
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double gender In the A* Fs
canard, dinde, inouton, Juif, Bspagnol
The gender of these nouns is indicated by the article or by
prefixing some word denoting sex*
un dinde, Xa fumelle mouton, aine femme Juif
un dindon, Xa brebis, une Juive
In tne matter of plural!zation, the A* F. nouns differ 
from the S. ?. nouns too slightly to merit discussion here. 
Since the dialect is altogether oral, it is Impossible to 
tell how a noun is pluralized, unless tne plurallzation alters 
the pronunciation of the singular. To tell whether silent s, x, 
z9 or nothing is added to form the plural is obviously impos­
sible. In most instances9 it is only by the article9 another 
modifier, or the liaison that one can tell the number of the 
noun spoken.
Geographic names have in most instances the same number 
and gender in the A. F. as in the S* F.The Avoyelllan regards 
the following names as being plural;
Avoyelles, Opelousas, Arkansas, Illinois
El monde des Avoyelles achete du bon whisky aux Opelousas#
ja/ /77<bn Je zavwa/e/ aye/ Jy wia/ri o zaye/u^a
Le monde d*Avoyelles ackdte de bon whisky a Opelousas. 
In numerous Instances, the Avoyelles Frenchman has
substituted, improvised, and even coined nouns. Below ar 
listed a Tew of them*
Kouns whose meaning is different in r.C' *S* *
linge { / e  1 ) for vehement®, habillement
pelotte (j o / o T | for balle
char for train
voyage (1/ O j S T , ) for fardeau, charge
d£pcH {c /o ^ p o ) for gare
habiche for lambeau, peau crue
piastre (^O /  <SO> ) for dollar
gourde for dollar
oabri { /r<EZ Z ' / ) for bouc, chevre
caille ) for alouetto
gazette for Journal
Allans Jouer aine game de pelotte,
_ 3./S ^tve i/? ^ e/77 oJe> t
Faisons un jeu de balle*
Kouns that do not exist in the S* F, or are rarely used 
couillon (/^/5r) (fem, — ne) s bSte, sot 
couillonnade S /7<2c/) f, a bStlee
gorgoyau {^ 'O /'c ^ O y o  ) m, - larve (de noustique) 
goyau { ^ & / & )  Item * — tte) s personae qui ne oompt© a peu* 
corrail { / o  f'& J  ) m. - enclos, pare 
jobbe {7? O ' /> ) f. s oreilions
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gobbs (yc f, r trou d’ou vient un fragment* 
bidon (A?/<j/q \ m. s chapeau abim©' 
ohat-oui J/^ w  / ) m. s rat on laveur
©stampique {e s /c c y o  /  /  ) f# *  fuit© (an deeord©8 de ohevaux) 
estampiqueur /  ce r  ) (fern, — se) ~ oheval qui fait
dea ,*estajipiquesrt
11 faut eSparer lea oabrie das moutons*
_/ jfo  ^ejo&re /e / a . / r /  c/e m a ts ~
II faut e^ parer lea chevres des moutons.
The Avoyellian has no French equivalent for: desk, stove, 
shade, most names of modern machinery, modem inventions, and 
items of modern discovery. He is forced, therefore, to use the 
English word directly in his native conversation.
Du ooal-oil c’est bon pour aine piqure de clou*




The pronoun of the Avoyelles French dialect la very 
Interesting* Its usage and syntax axe very complex* Where 
the language and the dialect differ most ist very probably, 
In the grammar of the pronoun* Fortunately, since the gram­
mar of the pronoun is very definitely limited, much of its 
syntax, agreement and function can be shown briefly by means 
of tables, The table given on the next page shows the forms 
of the personal pronoun in all of its various usages*
The 1st* per* sing* of the personal pronoun, nom« case, 
is ©1 ).
ga va comma ej veux*
- >J<3. v d  Jro/r? d Z  «.
1*01 oe que je voulais*
The pronoun ej. combines with the verb fltre to form the mono 
syllable sue { * 5 V } . The verb suis of F»* F* is never spoken*
pa va oomme je le voudrais*
Before or af oer a vowel sound ej, becomes JJL
J al $a (que) *j voulais*
. ? e  (tri 5 3
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Direct obj: « pos* 
impv.
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A. P. Personal Pronouns 
Flret Person 
singular : Plural
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Sub las 3’eorlre ees oouillonnades^ Xa*
J<2S c/&J<K e r v56>; Jruy S/7 3. d /a .
Je sui® la® d*eerlre oe© b€&ti©es~cl*
Before vowel sound® the pronoun® jyt, ( ./ ) epr&d ai ( <2 ) have 
V® sounded*
Al a eu peur quand 11 a crie.
a. / /aL d r p e  . _
Bile a eu peur quand 11 a crie«
Al fait ga 11 lu dit*
/ :Jy J/f 
Bile fait ce qu’il lui dit (de fair©)*
The plural of Both IX and al Is Ils ( l ) pronounced z ^  
Before a rowel*
Ils ont parti quand 11s ont arrived
_ _ /  z d  p a r t i '  d < z ’ /  z d  * z r / v e  _
lie sont partis quand ©lies sont arrivees.
The pronoun nous le positively never used as the subject 
of a verb In the A* conversation; it Is replaced by the 
pronoun on CP)* On Invariably takes for its verb the 3rd* 
per* sing** no natter what is its antecedent*
On fait ga pour nousautres*
p re> za p a r  nuzht _
Bous faison® cela pour nous^memes
i fa yy /?o e r: / k
Nousautres on part domain.
d  p <2/7 ^ a /e r r ? e . _
Nous partons domain*
On est vsnu hier, nousautres*
**rO ne vr?y  y e r  ^ ^ .z d t
Nous sommes venue hier.
Vous» as the subject of a verb Is singular only; its plural 
vouaautres { V u z d f  )* the latter form require© for its 
Terb the 3rd* per* sing* conjugation*
Vousautres peut pu *1 fairs*
_ i / u z o f  y y j  -
Vous ne pouvez plus le fairs*
The object pronouns em (Bn?) 0 et (st} t ULmL a^/) t and
ee (c9>5) drop their e*s when they follow or precede a vowel* 
Al va *m el dire*
_<f v< a .m  a /  d e r
Elle me le dire*
On va ve tremper si 11 mouille.
_ 5  v&s / r S . j o e  i  m u y '
Sous nous mouillerons s'il pleut*
Vousautres va nous '1 payer*
_ y u z o  t  VcZ r ? u /  e  —
Vous nous le payers©*
The pronoun mol is very seldom uttered In A* F*
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conversation* The form mon (/??$) has just about corap lately 
supplanted it*
Mon I e'est mon; c’est pas pour mon*
<> m o  ^50 jc x x  . y a r  m  5  _
Moll cfest moi; oe n*est pas pour mol*
However, ton is never substituted for S. F* toi* As the table 
shows non and toi replace ©m and e t before the direct object 
pronoun en ( c t )•
Fait-toi du bon cafe.
— fw < 3  d y  d  o  A a fe  .
Fait-toi de bon cafe.
Fait-toi-z-en aine grecque pleine
— fd < 3  Z 5 . d r /  c y re /c  jo /z m  _
Fait-t'en une oafeti^re pleine*
Donnez*men-z-en assez*
^on e m o  za. 3 2  e _
Donnez-m’en assez *
In the positive imperative, if mon* toi, lu, or leur be the 
indirect object then the direct object pronoun jggi (<<£) must 
be joined to it by -z- 
Donne lu-z-en; donne leur-z-en*
_ d S n  /y  Zoz c/or? /o sr z z
Donne-lui-en; donne-leur-en.
_  c /c
?o precede Jggt by the sound £ is particularly pleasing to the 
Avoyelllan* For that reason the final £ of verbs# or other 
words# must be retained and pronounced always before en* 
Witness:
Bonnes~en a ston et lui*
£.<2 or? & /77<d e )t£j ^
Bonne -nous-en k lui et moi*
Donnes-nousautree-en a men et lui*
_ don na.^ of <3. m S  e /y/ _
Besme»nou0-»en a lui et moi*
He is not adverse however to sounding ©& with the preceding 
X# t, and £# witness also the following of very frequent 
occurrence:
II en a; 11 y en as va-t-en
- /  J &  /73. / j : c X  /7SL J/<2
II en a| 11 y en a; va-t-en
Frankly# the dialect# which does not at all purport to excel 
in consonance# is more euphonious in its sounding of <§& 
than the parent tongue*
The 3rd* per* sing* pronoun for the direct object after 
a positive Imperative is le  (/£?)# maac* or la (/?) # fern. 
These two forme are used regularly af ter mon and toi or when 
the sentence does not contain any indirect object; they are 
also used occasionally after the Indirect object pronouns
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noueautrea ^ o T  ) and vouaautres ( ya. zp ^  ) » but never 
otherwise*
Fais*le, et puis la donne mon-le^
^  e  m 3  M  ~
Faie-le* et puls donne*le~iaoi *
But:
Bonne*l£ & eusautres•
/e  <2 . < ^ z  S  f  ^
Bonne* le* leur *
Achetea-vousautres*\4 ; v©ndez*nousautre©*la*
v c i z d T  /e  v z c /e  n u z d f  /a.
Aehetez-le-vous; vender*la-nous*
The pronoun £ (/J ) is used in the dialect only in the 
following instances:
II y a (pas)**.*, II y en a (pas)*•#•#*#
_ / J<3 (pd)' / j a  r?a fp<z)„ ^
II (n#) y a (pae)« II (n*) y en a (pas) .
and* occasionally* ga y est!
lt \5 &  (3 ^
cfeat eela.
The pronotan y; denotes state of existence in the dialect. If 
the sense demands "place" the adverb la is employed*
II faut que fj aille la*
w /(9  ^
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XI faut qua j*y aille.
XX y an a pas 1&»
— / - /?<2 /<= 
XI nfy an a pae*
THE POSSESSIVE PROHOOT 
The possessive pronoun of the dialect differs very
little from that of the standard language* It is invariably
Bade up of a definite article plus an "adjective". The 
article corresponding to S* F. le is ejl (& / ) in the dialect* 
The article is never omitted from the phrase*
El votre* el notre* la siernie* les miennes
^bJ vot a/ 'ft'd / /a sj e:n Jb /TTjdi/7 ^
La votre* le nStre* la eienne* les miennes
The jn of mien* tlen* eien. and their plural forme is invar i<*
ably pronounced*
SI mien; el sien; lee tiene
— .9/  f?7j£ T ; / 7  9/  5^/<f^ /7 /e  ~
Le mien; le sien; lee tiene
But for the exceptions noted above the possessive pronoun 
of the A* F* is identical with that of the S* P.
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tks m o m m
The various forms of the demonstrative pronoun of the 
dialect* together with their standard equivalents are shown 
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Forme of the demonstrative pronoun other than those 
listed In the table are not extant In the dialect of the 
AvoyeIlian* The pronoun $& i» positively never used ©accept 
as expletive or pleonastic <£* (s) before the verb ”etre” in 
the ferae est (e) and etalt ( g T g  ).
C’est^a qui %m chagrins *1 oeil«
_v5*<e s<d birr? /aey
Telia oe qul ne se va pas«
C’est; c*est £&s Cost pa e’est*
— se se s<3 se sd se _
c*est; e9est cela; o,est ce que c*est cela*
® 1 requires a singular verb rege^ilosa of its antecedent* 
Ceusla que 9j alne o'est gulela*
— S ^ / z  y i m  se sy/a *
puls gulela-ici, et puis §ulela-la*
^pj syJays/ e p/ sy/a/a «
Ceux que j’aime ce sont; eelui, oelui-ci , et celui~la*
Cesla-ici sont me11leurs que ceela*la et cell©la-la.
^Sez Idy'st so rt?y c9:r Jre szz/a/a e ss:Ja/a _ 
Celles-cl aont meilleuros que celles-la et collegia*
In practically all of its Idioms the c* F. pronoun cq is re­
placed by gq {S 3 ) or e _c#.
gA doit 3tre vrai; pa, doit ©tre vral#
^Sd vre sa S3 dwa et vre ^
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C« dolt 'etre vral; os dolt 'itre vral eela*
Qul o’est je? Cast b o b. §a sera earned 1, domain.
-J.'/ ■53 S3 ss m o  S3 sra. s S m J/ <Jo m ? _
Wl est-ee? G'est net* Ce ten domain samedi.
O’est vendredl, aujourd'hui; hiex e'etalt Jeudl.
_^ 5i? vddra di oz&rc/y/ J e:r sete c// _
C'est Mjmnri'lul vendredl; o'etalt hier Jeudi.
Admittedly, o.' written above does not have the appearance el 
being plain demonstrative eg elided • Bat It mist be eeneeded 
tbat in every Inetanee o' pnrfeuns: the function of serving, 
net as tbs legleal, bat ae the granmatieal subject of the 
verb; end In every Inetanee the logical subject is expressed 
In the sentence* Henoe mast perforce be regarded as 
strlotly pleenastlo in the A. P. furthermore, It should be 
noted that the words domain, auJourd’hul, and hlor occupy the 
positions of compliments la the A. p. sentences. Be all of 
tbat as It may, two fasts nevertheless remain, via.,pa (55), 
is never uttered in A. P. conversation; and o’ is never spoken
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except before the verb forme est and etalt*
THIS IHTKHRoGATIVK PttuNoUH 
There are only four forme of the Interrogative pronoun 
in the Avoyelles French dialect* They are: 
equal { e / c e / )corresponding to S. F* lequel, etc* 
qui ) corresponding to S. F* qui
quo! { / w d . }  corresponding to S. F. quoi 
qu'est-ce que { /c £ s 5/<<9 ) corresponding to S* F* que*
As far as sound is concerned all four forms are invariable 
both as to gender and number* The form equel { e / c  / )  replaces 
S. F* 1equel. laquelle* lesquels. and lesquelles* To consider 
A* F* ^quel as having the corresponding forms ©quelleg equels« 
and Equelles would not interfere with the dialectal pronunciac­
tion; but, it would appear somewhat incongruous to manipulate 
the spelling of the final syllable of the word when tne really 
distinguishing sound properly belongs in the first* and the 
sound Is the all-important concern of tnls oral dialect* Down­
right, Is there any more impelling reuson to make 4quel agree 
any more than the other in^erro^atlves, qui, que * or quoi? 
Considering the usual proximity of the antecedent there
appears to be less* 
uel tu aimes mieu;
e/ce/ fern r?7/j/> /7£jodtt e/e/
Kq ux? Nfimporte dquel.
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Lequel, (©to.) prefer©s-tu? H*import© (lequel, ©to.)
/
Equal does not form contractions with prepositions as does 
its s. F. oountorpart.
A ©quel, pour ©quel, d9 equel
—jct-jeJra/ pur  ' e/re/ c/e/e/
Auquel, eto., pour lequel, etc., duquel, ©to.
The pronoun ©quel is more oommonly used with the expression:
o9est *#• a relative.
✓
Squel o*est qui fm vont mleux?
_  e/s / se // 7?7 
Lesquels (eto.) me vont mleux?
Equel ovest que vous pr^ferez?
— e/s/ *se Jcs v a  p  revere 
Lequel (ete.) preferez-voua?
The interrogative qui ( Jet ) generally refers to persons* In 
the dlaleet, however, qui may b© used pr©rdicativ©ly with 
o,est in a direct question when the antecedent is not a 
person*
^ui e*eet car u*est alne these.
_Jri se sa se sr , fkz
uu-est-ce que c•eat que cola? u#est une these.
N. B... ga carries over to make: ga o’est ain© these*
But,also thus;
'm*est-ce que e*est oette affaire?
~se .stap:r
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MU'est-e© que e'est qua oette affairev
nealiy the only time que is used as an interrogative is in 
the stereotyped, disyllable qu*sst«-ee que \ k e s / ^ >  )* 
Qu'est-ce que o'eet qui *t press©?
j^/ces/o . ; *56> kit pres 
Qu'est-oe que ofest qui te presses
When the Interrogative phrase above doee not oontain the 
subject of the clausal verb, the Avoy©Ilian shortens it some. 
Thus:
Qu#est-ee que vous voulez?
_ ya vale _
Que voulez-vous?
Qu'est-oe qu#il ditv
- /res //1 ' di 
^ue dit-iiv 
But?
De quo! meet qu*ll parlev
kwa se ki pari
De quo! parle-t-ilv and never:
De quol est-ce qufll parle?,and others like it.
These latter examples substantiate further the statement made 
earlier in the study about the nonexistanoe of the demonstra­
tive o<£ \ 5  9 ) i  fully pronounced, in the dialect. As a matter 
of fact, the Avoyellian regards the phrase qu’est-oe que 
\/< e s /c c^| as a single interrogative word.
THB RELATIVE PEGH0OT 
The Avoyellian makes use of the following relative 
pronouns;
All of them are invariable and none form3 oontractions 
with any of the prepositions* Hence, dont of the standard 
language cannot exist in the dialect* The e, of que { / < 3 ) Is
sentence in the same manner as in the S. F, sentence and 
they perform identical functions* que* which is used in only 
one instance as a demonstrative, is, as a relative# just as 
commonly employed in the A* F* conversation as in the S* F. 
However# in exclamatory and other infrequent idioms its use 
in the dialect is much more restricted than in the parent 
tongue* Circumlocution is usually accomplished by making use 
of an adjective or adverb; or by inserting a demonstrative,as 
quel pauvre honaaeS 
_ / '. s j  p D  V d ft?
Pauvre homme qu*11 estt
qui ( k / } equivalent to S* F* qui
que (k&) equivalent to S« ?, que
quoi ( k w < % ) equivalent to s. F* quo!
equel { € . / < £ I  ) equivalent to S. F# lequel# eto.
ou (<^ ) equivalent to s* F. ou
elided# however# before vowels * The relatives qui j k /  )# que 
and ouol (kwd) are employed regularly in the A. F.
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St, ca qu'est pire!
— Ad b e  p e :r _
Et* qui pis esti
Aussl (autant) m&l que §a eoit
^os/ (of<z) rva/ /o s<a swa
Srreur que tout oela«...
Gomat trlete sub! comment sue content!
^ A o t t / t z  t A / s  vjj/ /<  o r? ?  a . v5y /s'/fe _
Tri8te que je euiet quo je ©uis content!
A oette heure letA male jamais!
_cL ssAe is/ rne ' ^ ctrr/e ^
A 1#heure qu’il set, male jamaie!
This last locution is in common use in the dialect also. 
Eauel (e k e / ) should, perhaps, more properly he re* 
g&rded as having adjectival or demonstrative force* Witness! 
its only too usee in the dialects 
Par equel 11 faut sortir? etc.
oar e/<eJ / to sorter _
and#
EJ vois equel 11 faut, etc*
_ 92 vw<2 'e/<e/ /' -
Tory likely the first of these examples is elliptical for 
some expression» as:
Par e'quel porte ofeet quvil faut sortir?
e  b e t  f > o r t  j> e  t / '  s o r t e r  _
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Anti, the second, very probably has the meaning of;
£j voie ©quel c'est il faut*
— 0  ^ t / w a  < 5 e  /
wlines* further:
II nous a tilt d'^quel d'eusautres §a venalt*
/?u z:<3. of/ afe&al 5a k/7<? ^
II nous a tilt duquel d’eux oela venait.
The relative <sj& ) sometimes has Its adverbial quality 
strengthened In the tiialeet by juxtaposing 1^ before It*
La place U  ou 11 reste eat ennuyante*
_/? o/d$ /a a / rd:s e cxny/.y&f _
La place ou 11 tiemeure est ennuyante*
De la eu • j views lie font §a ooame ga*
-d/d U2> V/6 / 53. /c 3/77 53
D*eu je viens 11s font cela ainsl.
THE UniSFIHITE PROHOUH 
The indefinite pronouns autrul, quIconque* £ul« que. 
anti others followed by the subjunctive verb forme of the 
standard language are not extant In the dialect* All others, 
except nul (/7J)// ) and auoun {<9^09 ) $ are quite commonly 
employed» Vhe Avoyellian practically restricts the use of 
these two to adjectival functions*
lie xront (Janata) nul part*
-/ v s  ( jc c m e ) /? y / p & r
Xls at eortent Janata*
%uel livre roue arts 11? Autunl
J<ef // ':v vu zave /; okoe
Qttel 1 1 m  a?«B*mi lu? Auouat
Shi a last m q p l t  should probably bo regarded as elliptloal 
for: •••»»Aueua 1 1 m )
Alihoatfi the AToyolllan recognizes the quality of semi* 
negation implied la tho pronoun* SSL (^/^?). Paxoonno
5 Dtl ), an* aunun {okfiP) ho frequently and indlserim- 
inately uaos eaa (p & ) with those words* Ho speaks the 
folltvlai with the a m  negative forest 
XI a fait rlon; il a paa fait rlen; 11 a pas rlon fait*
_/ Jg p e  ty e  / Id  p<z p e  p z  / /a  p &  y e  p e
XI n*a rlon fait*.... etc.
Aside from the exceptions noted above* the indefinite 
pronoun of the dialeot does not differ appreciably in its 
function and usage from that of the standard language*
CHAPTER VI
VERBS
The verb of the Avoyelles Frenoh dialect is very oomplex 
and quite Interesting* Departure from the standard language 
is quite extensive* Fortunately* this departure isv in most 
lnstanoes, definitely fined* Some of the highly literary tenses 
have been totally obviated* The subjunctive mood* although still 
extant* is very Infrequently employed*
Xn the matter of tense lnfleotlon9 the A. F* verb exhibits 
numerous but rather general peeul lari ties* Possibly the most 
convenient way to indicate the differences in tense inflection 
between the verbs of the two languages would be to give the 
complete conjugation of a few representative verba of the dia­
lect* The auxiliary verbs of the dialect are the same as those
of the standard languages vis** avoir and etme* The inflection 
of some of their principal conjugations*together with their 
S. F* equivalents * is shown below*
Simple Tensess 
Present infinitives avoir /") • avoir
Present participles ayant ( j& J<X ) « ayant
Past participles cm ( y ) « eu
Indicative Mood 
Present
•J ai (?<?) £  j'ai
/
tu as (7y a, ^  7^  ) « tu as
11# el a {/j d  /a  ) z> ell© a
on a {c7 n  a } - nous avons
▼quo avem (VCi z d v e ) • m s  avez (sing*)
, o-
vouaautre8 a \V d Z f> i  <d) ^ vous avez (plu.)
11b ont (/ z S ) «• ils, ellea ont
laperreot 
•J avals v e t - J ♦avals 
tu avals |/y dVG f a  v e  J z
11 f al avalt (/^  o? VS ) z ©lie avalt
on avalt ( a  / i d  VQ) • nous avion© 
vou8 avez (Vd, Z d v e \  • vous avlez (sing*) 
vousautres avalt \y a z a t  d V S )  ^  vous avlez (plu*)
11s avalent (/ Z Z V G ) •• 11a, elles avalent
Future
•J aura (j C Z d  ) - J♦ aural
tu auras ( ~/y O Zdj fora. ) j» tu auras
11, al aura (// d. / o f ' d }  • 11» elle aura
on aura (O ffd fd ) - nous aurons
vous aurez Z O Z e ) ^ vous aurez (elng#)
vousautres aura \ V U z a f  O Z Z ) «* vous aurez (plu*)
ils auront (/ Z&Z<D\ «* ils, elles auront
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Conditional 
f J aurais K ^ o r e t • J'aurais 
tu w w l s  tX/ ore? ^ ^  fb r e  ) ~ tu aural©
11, al aural t \/y <3 Jore ) • 11, allu aural t
011 aura it {<D r? o ro ) nous aurlono
▼ous auras \v u  ^ o r e )  • vous aurl@z (sing.)
▼ousautres auralt { v a z a f  o r e )  - vous aurlez (plu.)
11a aural ant (/' 2:0 re) • lls9 elles auraiont
Imperative Mood 
Present
ale ) • ale
allons avoir d V W d r ) • ayons
ayes t4^ / ^  ) Z  (»*»£• and plu.)
rub Juno t ire noon 
Present
qua fJ ale J £^ / ^ ~ q,W<9 ^#a*e
qua tu alaa ( /<e  e j  ) ~ qua tu alas
qu'll, al ala { /< /, <3y /<5^/ ) - qu*il# ellesalt
qu’on ale 9 Z7^ /) ^ qua nous ayOnas
qua Tons aye* *Xq9 r^e/63) ^ que vous ayez (©tug.)
qua vousautres ale (X^c9 1/ i i z e f  <fV/) • qu© vous aye* fplu. )
qu *11* alent (/f/ Z S y  ) •• qu*11b, elles aient
Compound. Tenses:
Per rest Infinitive: avoir eu (d V ire r  y )  «» avoir eu 
Per feo t participle: ay ant eu y )  «• ay anti eu
Indicative Hood 
Pact Indefinite 
*4 ai eu ( J e  J y ) +  J» *1 eu 
tu a© eu Jy < 3 ^  f a  J y  ) » tu a© eu 
11# al a eu (/, a  /a  J y )  * XX# elle a ©u 
on a eu f7<z Jy) 9 nous evens ©u 
vous avez eu {va. Z d ve  y y  « vou© avez eu (©Ing*) 
voue&utres a eu i y u z j f  a  y y  s voua avez eu (plu.) 
IX© ont eu (/' z o  J y  « XX©, elles ont ©u
Pluperfect 
fJ aval© eu {y a v e  Jy) © j*avals ©u 
tu avals eu J a v e  y  y )  9 tu aval© eu 
il, al avalt eu {/y <3 /a y e  y j )  £ IX# ©XXe avalt ©u
on avaltteu (£> n a v e  Jy) 35 noua avion© eu 
voue avez eu (VU Z<3Ve Jy) 9 vou© avlez eu (sing*) 
vousautree a eu ( V U z j f  3  J y ) « vou© avlez eu (plu*) 
lie avalent eu (/ Z  3  V<e j y )  z lie, ©lies avalent eu
Future Anterior 
*4 aura eu Kjor<a j y )  a 4 ♦aural eu 
tu auras eu {//z < a  J :J )  9 tu aura© eu 
IX, al aura eu (/, <3 / o r a  J y  ) » il# ©lie, aura eu 
on aura eu (P ro ra  J y )  © nous aurone eu 
Vou© aurez eu z o r e  J y ) © vous aurez ©u (sing*)
vousautree aura eu o r#  y y  * vou© aurea ©u (plu*)
I la auront eu (/ z o ra  j y  ) » He 0 ©lie© auront eu
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Bxoept for periphrastic f ormation * the verb above I© 
conjugated in full in all Of the tenses employed in A» ?. 
conversation* it should be noted that the oast definite 
isiisasiza. imperfect saMSESlHa. B&ai saiaSASZ. and Blu-
w r f w t  BUhJnnotlve tenses axe entirely venting in the A. F.
Before all of the regular and usual inflections of the 
A* F* verb can be shown, it is necessary to indicate those 
of the ether auxiliary*
Simple Tenses
Free* infinitives etre { & J ) a etre 
Free* participles £tant ( eta: ) s ©tent 
Fast participle; ete { e / e  ) a ©te
Indicative Mood 
Present
sue (v5^ y) • j© suis
fe) • tu ee
ilf al est V) Je ) « il, elle est
on est (5  ne) » nous sonnies
veus Stes (V<z z s t }  9 vous etes (sing*)
vousautree est (vu .z jt e ) 9 vous $tes (plu.)
ils sont (/ s 5 )  m ils, ©lies sent
Imperfect
•j etais K j e / e  ) 9 j totals 
tu Stale (Jy &J&; ^  J e te )
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11, al etait (/,<£ /e fe ) © 11* ©lie etait 
©n etait {<? n e 'fe  ) s mm© ©tioxia 
youb ©tea (v a  z e fe )  m vous 6lies (sing*) 
vousautree etait [yccz6 f “ e f e  ) t  you© ©tie© (plu*)
ils ©talent {/ z e /e ) © ils, ©He© ^talent
future
©J sera (6 f^ a r< 3 ) • j© serai
tu ser&s \ t y  a r< 2 ) # tu seres
11, al sera (/,* v5/"<5) • il, ©11© sera
on sera (5 * nous serons
vous seres (v'ZZ v5/"6) s vous seres (sing*)
Tousautrea sera iy u z o t  a r a )  S you© seres (plu.)
ils seront (/ ar<£) » ils, elles seront
Conditional 
ej serais s?/^) * J© serais
tu serais (/y are) * tu serais
11, al serait (/' a are) * 11, oil© serait
on serait ( o  a re )  % nous serions 
yous serez {Vu  a r e )  *  veus series (sing*) 
rousautres serait (v^ x o t  a r e ) © vous seriez (plu*) 
ils sera±e»t(/ a r e )  * ils, elles serSient
Imperative Itood 
Present
eoio {S W d . ) # eoia
aliens re ( e lls  soyone
seyes {^5W < d jO  ) * coy© a (sing* and plu.)
Subjunctive Mood 
Present
que fj eoie <5W 3/) « que je sole
que tu sols {^ V9 f y  ^sw<$ m que tu eoie
qu*il, al.eoit {//, d. 5 W<3 ) m qufil# elle,boit
qu’on soit { ^ o  s w s .) e que nous soy one
que vous soyes { / o  v a  $ w y e \ £ quo vous eoyea (©ins*)
que vousautres eoit v a z ^ h t que voue soyez (plu#)
qu’ils eoiest a w  & j ) $ qu’ils* elles, sclent
Compound Tenses 
Vert* inti avoir eta ( < 2 1 / e f e ) *  avoir ete 
Perf # part: ayant ete ( ^ S  ete) * ay ant ete
Indicative Mood 
Past Indefinite 
•J *1 ete' (^<? <?/& ) « J«ai ete
tu ae ete fa ete } • tu as ete
il, al* a ete (/ <3. /a ete) a 11t©lie, a ete
on a 4te 0  e fe  } * nous avons ete
voue avez ete [y u  zave e7e) % voue avez £te (sing*)
vousautree a e td  \y u z o t ' a , efe )* voue avez ete (plu#)
lie ont ete (/ ^5 & 7 e ) z ilia, elles, ont ete
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Fluporfeot 
•J avaie 6U {yave- ete) * J'avals its 
avals eiW {/ave e1e) z %u avals «te 
11* al, avail 4 W  {/) a  /ave e/e) * 11, elle, avalt ete 
on avalt ^te (S nave e'te) z nous avione &te 
vous ave* ete rave et) a Toua aTleB ^  (sine.)
vousautres avalt ete' {v^ zot ave e%)$ voue avlez ete (plu.) 
lie avalent it* (' zave ete) Z ils, elles, avalent ete
Future Anterior 
•j aura ete {jora ete ) m J'aural ete 
tu auras 4%d {/era ete) $ tu suras ste 
11, al, aura e'te' (/,' a /era ete) e u, elle, aura e'te'
on aura eto nora e/e) s nous aurons ete
voue auree ete' {Va zore e/s') z vous aurez e'te' (sing.) 
vousautres aura ete {va-zzt ora e/e)a TOue aurez tfte' (plu.)
U s  auront ete (/ zero e/e) z lie, elles, auront e'te'
Conditional Anterior 
•J aurals e'te' {yore ete ) a J 'aura is e'te'
tu aurals ete {tore ete ) a tu aurale ete'
11, al, auralt e'te (/, a /ore ete) * 11, elle aurait e W  
on auralt ete (<3 nore ete) z nous aurions e'te' 
vous aurez e W  {vu zore ete) a voue aurjez. e'te' (sing.) 
vousautree auralt e ts^ (v a /-o o o e  c /e )®vous auriez ete (plu.) 
ils auralent ete (/ zore ete) m iXu, alien auralent ete
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H* B**««The word »us (^ 5y) is equivalent to B. P* f|q 
when used alone or with the past partic iple of a non* 
reflexive verb* but when used as the auxiliary of a reflexive 
verb it is equivalent to 8* F* Jffllg only; i* ©. the word sue 
eon tains the pronoun &£ and the verb auis unless it is used 
as the auxiliary of a reflexive verb* in which ease the 
position of the reflexive object makes the utterance of the 
subject s i necessary* though redundant#
Sue pare a quitter ca*ici.
—+sy p a r e  a  k ite  saps/ * *
Je suie prftt a quitter eeei- 
Sue vesu vous fl dire*
vny  v(jL^  di re —
Je suie venu voue le dire*
VJ em sue ecraee" *1 pouee
sy e k r a z e !  p u s  _
Je mm suie eerasd le pouce*
It is both convenient end logical to consider the in* 
flection of donner (c /S ’h e  ) a regular verb of the dialect*
sixople Tenses 
Pres* inf: donner { d o n e  ) a donner 
Pres* part: dormant (d a n a ^  s donnant 
Past part* dotm *  { d o n e  ) $ donne
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The present Infinitive is even more important in the a. 
F* than in the S* P* Aside from being used a® a substantive 
it le frequently used to avoid the uee of subjunctive inf lee - 
tlons*
II faut donner atu pauvree -
fo done o jootv _
II faut qufon donne aux pauvres#
It is used aim quite extensively in the periphrastic forma- 
tion of certain verb tenses as will he noted later# The 
present participle is limited to prepositional phrases intro­
duced by eg, ( 3c ) * The past participle Is used in much the 
cam manner as in the 5* V*
ils donnent (/ d a f t )  Z ils, ©lies# donnent
The inflection shown above is usually employed to de­
note " progressive” present time* as it were; or to denote a 
customary or oontlnued condition* The tense is one that
Indicative Mood 
"Descriptive” Present
•j donne d o n ) : je donne
tu donnes ( fy * tu donnes
il# al* donne V] <3 don )* t% $ elle, donne
on donne ( 5  d o n ) © nousdonnon©
vous donnez {Vd d o n e  ) svous donnes (sing*}
vousautres donne \ v a z o f d o n  ) a vous donnes (plu*)
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"qualifies” its subject* It Is very mueh like it© English 
prototype.
To merely assert what is happening in the actual present 
time another formation* idiomatic in the dialect* is employed* 
The formation of the tense is periphrastic* It is accomplished 
hy placing the proper conjugation of the auxiliary etr& before 
the word apre^  { c lp ^ G ) followed by the present infinitive of 
the verb desired* Thus:
"Assertive*1 Present 
sue apre donner c ljo re  d o n e )  & je donne
tu ee apre donner $ 9  d p rG  d d ftG  ) a tu donne 
il, al* est apre" donner {fj a  il, ©11© donne
on est apre donner ne  a y re  dT/?e ) 3 nous donnons 
vous 3 tee aprd' donner (w z e f a y  re )* vous donnes |s»)
vousautree est apre' d o n n e r  (k&z’*’/ ’ & <3f> re ^^Jsvou© donnes (p.) 
ils sent apre'" donner (/ 3 $  <3y r e  J a n e )  % fxs. elles .donnent
The last formation indicated is the one used to denote 
that on act is being executed or a condition is being accom­
plished at the actual time of the conversation* Consider}
Lea vaehes donne du lait { /e  do/7 dy / ? ) * & .  gen*
oral truth, cows give milk; or an existing condition, the cows 
are fresh* And: .
II donne du foln a see vaoheef/ <2^ V7 dy a  a e  v a j} *
a quality or habit, he usually give®, or is in the habit of
giving, bay to hie cows* Audi
I*es vaches donnent beaucoup du lait dernierement
— don d>&A<U dy /e der/yerma. _ 
» recent but continued quality, the cow© have been giving 
plenty of milk lately* But:
II eet aprd donner du foin aux vaches
-i k apre. done . dy. ^we o v<3^
a he ls# at this very moment giving hay to the cows; and 
nothing more is implied* Consider further:
II point (/ p s ) 5 he is a painter; he paints for a living; 
or, he has been assigned to the job of painting* etc*, etc* 
And: II peint & present (/ £  p n g z c t  ) 5 bis
occupation lately is to paint, eto* And:
II peint aujourd’hui ( / p > £  o y fu n d e n t} # ho paints
nowadays; or, his job today is to paint, etc* But;
II est apre" pelndre (a /e  p & P  ) * he is In the
very act of painting*
The tenses of all but two verbs can be formed thus* 
Obviously, to inflect etre in this manner would be meaning* 
less redundance* And, if yoir is to retain its usual verb 
meaning it must be made reflexive to be used thus; otherwise 
its meaning is changed•
Ils eont apre" s'avoir du plaisair
_/ jj . iS<zvwar Jy pezer --
sz
And: Al est apr© s'avoir un veau
/e. qtpre~ s a v w a r <5? vo 
She le getting (probably buying) a ©all1* Buts 
Al est apre' avoir un veau
le apre avwar d? t/<? _
She le dropping a calf*
Apparently, s'avoir la equivalent to the English: "to get'5 
and avoir le equivalent to the English: " to have” *
Imperfect 
simple Inflection 
ej donnala (<9j d-Stye) • je donnaie
tu donnaie { / y  d o  f ie )  2 tu donnaie
41* al donnait(/, d do fie) s 11, elle donna it 
on donna it (d  d d f ie  ) s noue donnlons 
voue donnes {VU d o n e ) » voue donnlez (sing*) 
vousautree donnait { v u z o f  d o n e ) c voue donnies (plu*) 
lie dennalent (/ d o n e  ) 2 lie, ©lie donna lent
The Imperfect indicative tense as Inflected above la 
used in A* V* conversation to denote a customary or continued 
act or condition in the past time* In that respect its fun©*
tions In the two languages are not unlike* But, if two acts
oeeur simultaneously in the past time and neither one is con­
ditional , habitual, customary, or implicitly long continued 
the usual S* F. inflection must be replaced by the
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periphrastic formtion given belows
* j ©tale aprex donner p e  /e  <3p r e  d S /e ) t .3© donnaie 
tu ©tale apre7 donner * tu donna le 
11* al etait apre' donner * 11» ell© donna it 
on etait apre'' donner t  nous dorm ions 
voue e'tes apre' donner $ vou© donniez (sing*) 
vousautres etait apre7 donner © vous donnles (plu.) 
lie ©talent apre7donner 3 ils, elles donnalent 
II donna it quand il e'talt riche*
d o /? e  _ / /ete jr/:
II donnait quand 11 diait riche*
II etait riohe quand 11 a doruW Oa«
j  Je /k ‘ r:j y f . /  /a d o / ie  d a  _
II e'talt riohe quand 11 a donne'oa*
11 etait apre7donner de 1 ?argent £ l1enfant quand voue Stee
_/ /e /e  d p  r e  d a n e  d /a r p a  d  /<pf<U  /< a  vu *7%/
21 donnait de 1*argent & 1* enfant quand vous dte© venu.
5*uture 
simple Inflection 
ej donnera (3 p  d / > r r a  ) 3 je donner a i 
tu donneras i / y  c / o n r a  ) © tu donneras 
il* al donnera ( /  <2 c /o  n r  a.) t  n # elle, donnera
on donnera { 5  d d r r a .  ) t  nous donnerons
voue don nexez {V U  d D / i r e )  © vous donner ess (sing*)
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wiuiattM donnera (vc&zdt 'dsn n&)% voue donnerez (plu.) 
lie donneront (/ d o n r o  ) t ils# elle® donneront
The tense as infleeted above le used quite commonly for 
regular verbs and a few irregular ones that are frequently 
used, as aX&l£» lt££» £hi££* &liS£« ZSBA£» 0tc* ^or infre­
quently used verbs the formation indicated below is employed# 
Per the common verbs one formation is used just about as much 
as the other* The two formations may be used interchangeably.
Future 
Periphrastic Formation 
ej Ya donner (<9>f va  d o n e ) % je donnerai
Sis root donner Y ^ d o n e ,  j  5 il® t elles donneront.
The future tense is employed in the A. F» in just the
same manner as in the s • F*
Conditional
tu was donner (/y va. d o n e )s tu donneras
il0 al Ta donner (/, <3 Vd done ) S il# elle donnera
on Ya donner (o va done) g nous donnerons
yous allez donner {va zaJe done } $ vous donneras (sing*)
Yousautres va donner iy u z o t _ ya done), a vous donneres (plu*)
ej donnerais [o y  don re)t  je donnerai©
tu donnerais d y  donre) s tu donnerais
ilt al donnerai t (/, <2 don re ) * ilp ell© donnerai t
on donnerait (5  d o n re  j> *  nous donnerions
vous donnerez (VU don r e ) a vous donneriez (sing.)
vousautres donnerait { y c £ z < P ^ d ^ n n e  .) vous donneries (p.) 
Us donneralent ( /  d o n n e  ) t  i x © §  elle© donner&ient 
The function of the conditional tense in the A* F* is 
practically the same as in the *>♦ F*
Subjunctive Mood 
Present
que • j donne <2/<5/7 ) 3 que je donne
que tu donnes (a <2 d o n  ) 5 quo tu donnes
qu911# al donne i d  <5/  ) 9 qu*il, elle donne
qu9on donne {^d> don  ) t quo nous d©unions
que vous donnes d B vu  d o n e ) m quo vous donnlez (sing.)
quo vousautres donne ...  don %$■ que vous donnies(plu-)
quf ils donnent ( // don ) 9 qu’ilB* elles donnent
The present subjunctive is rather infrequently ©alloyed 
in A. F* conversation, as a matter of fact, it is rarely 
used except after the impersonal JjL faut.
11 faut que vousautres aie ga pour mon.
_/ A o v u z o t  < y s a  y o 3 r  fro
21 faut que vous ayes oa pour mol.
Sue content qu'al est venue.
J to d z  <^3. /e  v n y ^
Je suls content qu9elle eoit venue*
compound Tenses 
V e r t * infs avoir donn«T (S V W & r d o n e  ) 9 avoir donnd'




f j  ai donne' (Jd? d o n e )  8 j’ai donne7 
tu as donne' i j y  &  do /ye) $ tu as donne 
il, al a donne'(/y & ^  d o n e  ) 8 u t ©n© a donne"
on a donne' (<P /7<2 d o n e )  Z nous avons donne"
voue avez donne' [yu zave done) 9 voua avez donne (sing*)
vouaautree a donne' {vazot <3. dTne\ 8 voue avez donne (plu#)
lie oat donne' (' z °  d o n e ) © ils, ©lies ent donne
To the AvoyeIlian the cast indefinite is the tense for 
past time oar ohoix. He works this tense to the point of abuse. 
Ho employs it exclusively in all manners sanctioned by s. P. 
grammar* and makes other use of it besides# He will invariably 
use it if he has tee least choice* The past definite tense is 
never used in the dialect.
WU «»««.. ’   —----  ----
vous avez donne' ( ZdZG done)  * vous avlez donne' (sing.)
ils avaient donne'(/ Z d V e  d o n e )  9 ilefl ©lies avaient donne' 
The pluperfect Is employed in practically the same manner
Pluperfect
vousautres avalt donne' { y u z o f  a v e  d S / i^ n  v* avlez donne' (p.) 
6 ?
ae the s* F* It is used also to replace the past 
which ie not extant in the dialect*
IX en a eu beeoin aussitot Qu*il *1 avalt donmf*
— / /cz /?<$ j y  o s j/o  / /  l<2 ve dzne
IX en eut beeoin auseitot qu’il l’eut donne*
Future Anterior 
f4 aura donne ( jf o r z  d o n e )  Z 4 * aural donne" 
tu auras dome' (/or&  d o n e  ) Z tu auras donne"
ilt al aura donne (/, d  /cr<3 done) Z ±x$ ell© aura donn©"
on aura donne" (<2 norn d o n e ) 5 nous aurons donne"
vous aurez donne" (Va  z o r e  dond) Z vou® aurez donne" (sing*) 
vousautree aura donne'" (V d z o t  o ra . done)s v* aurez donne" (p*) 
lie auront donne" (/ zo re  d o n e )  z H e , ©lies auront donne"
The usage and function of the future and conditional
anterior tenses in the A* F. do not differ appreciably from 
those in the S. F.
Conditional Anterior 
fd aurals donne" K ^ o re  d o / y e  ) • d'aur&is donne"
tu aurals donne" &  d o n e  ) Z tu aurals donne"
iX# al auralt donne" d  /o r e  d o n e )* 11 $ ®ii© auralt donne" 
on auralt donne" (&  / y o r e  d o n e ^ s nous aurlons donne"'
Vous aurez donne" (Vd z o re  d o  r e )  m v* auriez donne" (sing*) 
vousautres auralt donne" (1/ - - ' . o r e  do /7d)m  v. auriez donn©1(p*) 




*) ale donne7 £ que Jfale donne" 
dot?o
SJ*e tu ales dense7 £ que tu ales donne'
e^J c/o/7e 
qu'il, al ale denn^ £ qu*ll» elle alt donne7
'/j <3 /ey c/o ne
qu’on ale donne" £ que nous ayons donne7
_Ad ne:J done
qae to«« ayes donne ^  quo voue ayes donne' (e ln g .)
 fc d va zeje do ne
qua Toueautres ale donne" que voub ayez donne (plu.)
Jed vuzot <?:J done
quvils aient donne £ qu'lls, elles alent donne7'
.Jc/ c/Bne
The only tenses employed In A• y. conversation are the 
ones Indicated in the conjugation of donner» above*
In giving the Inflection of verbs hereinafter, the 
pronouns will be omitted from the paradigms* And since the 
nominatives, JL1 , £11 • »<* m um S S K U , *»ve the same verb
requirements the inflection of their verb will be indicated 
only onoe for each tense*




f inir (/v / ? & / ' ) st f inir vend re ( v < x n d }  m
3-y
Present Participle 
finlasant {^ //? /\sS L ) vendant ( d t x  j
Past Participle
vendu {V a d y  ) 
Indicative Meed 
Present
vends ( v S  )
fini (///?/ )
fin 16 {/in/ )
finis (f/ni ) 
finlt (C/ni ) 
finlssez ( 
f inl8sent (
/S 7 /5 &
s' ,







/  n  / >5 G
s' ,
/ /7/sse 
:/ >7 /  \s  G 
/ r? /s e
finira, ( -d/c?/r<3. )
fin Iras { ~f/ry )
finira {J ^ / ’/ y / / 'g  )
vends ( VS. ) 
vend ( Vcz )
) vendee ( v & d e  )
) vendent { v c c n d  )
Iisperfect 
) vendais ( v&- d & )
) vendais (vcz d e
) vendait { ^  d e
) vendez ( t/ c z d e
) vendalent ( Vcz cde
Future
vendra ' v c z d rg  ) 
vendraa ( V a d r< 2 ) 





f in iront (y// >
tm  r e
/ 7/ro
) vendrw ( v d d r e  )
dr
finirai© ( 




/ n  /  r e  
/ /? }  r e  
/ /7 / r e  
/  r? /  r e
) vmdront ( v < z d rd  }
Conditional 
) rm & m t® ( v S  d r e  )
) vendroie ( v & d r e  )
3 vendrait ( Vcc d r e  )
) vend? ez ( V d  d r  e )
) veftdr&isnt ( )
Imperative Hood 
present
finis { f /  / i f  3 vends ( v d  )
aliens finir ( d /o  J - / r r r }  allows vendr© ( d d  v d : r  )
finleses { ^ / r ? / e e  ) vender ( v<d d e  )
To indicate the compound tenses of fitter and fend re would be
unnecessary work* for a model of theae tenses consult the verb 
dozraer (page 58), which is conjugated in full.
The inflections of the verbs, donner, finir, and vendre 
indicated here are those usually prevailing for most verba in 
the dialeet. The Inflections of these three verba, therefore, 
may be considered models for the conjugation of regular A. P. 
verbs.
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Just as is the case In the standard language* a few non* 
reflexive verbs are conjugated with the auxiliary etre in the 
dialect# The verbs requiring 3tre as their auxiliary are the 
sasae ones as those of standard French with the exception of 
two, fc£/kn) 4nd partir { p a r ' t e :  r )  9 The past parti*
eiple of allsr is etai heme, It m&% be conjugated with 
a v o i r  {a v w < zr)m
fJ ai ete {p €  - & fk )*ete® *. Je sui© alls', etc®
•J aura 4 t4  {por<3 e f e ) * Je serai all©", etc# 
fJ aurals 4%4 {pore e1e ) m ja serai© alls", etc® 
qua fJ ale 4t4 {b e  p e p  e % \% etc* * qu© j© sol© alls' ,©to® 
The past participle of £££&£» SSSSk is fr«-
quently used with etres but even then It would appear more 
logical to oonsider etre as a full verb and parti a© a plain 
adjective® "II a parti hler®* (/ /a  p a r t /  J a r ) i® ©Quiv* 
alent to Kngliahi "He left yesterday"$ and "XI set parti de* 
puls hier." {/ /&  p a r / / '  d e p p  equivalent to
Sngllsh: "He has been gone since yesterday®"
The foregoing conjugations show the inflections of the 
auxiliaries and the general inflection of all verbs in the 
dialect® The stems and endings indicated may be considered 
as regular# It is reasonably safe to assume that all of the 
"regulaT^verbs of the s. F« are conjugated a© has been indl* 
oated# The same endings also apply to irregular verbs of v># F® 
where the irregularity is in the stem only® In general, the
conjugations of &ljr and other Tory Irregular verbs of s. F* 
do not differ materially* The most flagrant deviations are 
noted belowi
efa» allsr *?&/& ):
past part* - alls; in compound tenses jgn must remain adjacent 
to alia* f J em sus an alls'" (fS'7? ^ /7^  ) tu *t es ©n
alle { ty  fe  a  r? a /e )f etc*
envoyer ( )s
fut; envoyera v S y  r<z _  t ov as in Eng# boy) - etc* 
oondit: envoyerals {^v^/ J  % etc* 
also; renvoyer )
hair \ a / ‘e : r  >:
The 4  of heir ret nine eiereais throughout Its conjugations*
dire ( d e : r ) ; 
vons dlsea \ VU c i/x e ) <» ▼due ditea
dbrire i e £ r e : r  >j t 
pres* part; ^crisant ( ) t lxtpf« indie* eon sale
^ e ^ r / z e  $9 etc.; pres* subjr quo fj ©oris© j f e / < r / z jt
etc*; pres* Indio* ©oris, ©oris* ©orit* ©crises \ e x r i z e  ) % 
eerisent( e k r / z  )
falre )s
pres* Indio: fais, fais* felt* fhites sfslses K/z'z e } ©isos* 
font : and faisent ( z  ) occasionally;
lire {/e;r)%
past part; 11 (// )
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moudre:
tta# moullar {T v u /e ), aonjugatioa regular A. F.
rlre {re: r ):
prsa. Indiai rie, rias, rl*t rises { r / z e ) t risent { f r / ' z )
suivre ).•
pest part: suit {•sc^i )
tralre:
use tirer (///e ) .conjugation regular A. F.
rivre { v / : v J:
past part: rit ( v7)
pleurolr:
use aoulller { / r u j 'e ), oonj • regular Impersonal a . F.
saTolr:
use eonna^tre < /  » oonj# a© in S. F.
The Avoyellian frequently falls to make his verbs agree 
In number and person with their subjects when these are com* 
posits* He unwittingly lets the proximity of the eubjset 
word influence the oonjugatioa of his verb very frequently* 
Tout et lul fl a 11*
_  VU € Iq/ Id !/
Vous et lul I’aves lu*
T d  et tous les autres font comma ^ a»
^.fwa e !e / s sa.
Tol et tous les autres fsites alas!#
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the relative qufi ( A j } is invariably followed by a
3£S£> SiS&* vert except when its antecedent is a ndn**composit@ 
2S3.* £§£• SlU* substantive* in which case it must be followed 
by the 3£d * pexv plu*
C’eet mon qui M  a 11*
Ce sont les femmes qui rlent*
The subject and verb of a sentence are never inverted 
to form the interrogative, In  the dialect* Interrogation is 
indicated by making use of pronouns and adjectives and the 
phrase eat~ce quo* Very frequently mere voice inflection is 
employed*
/?70  /< / /<2 / /
C’est mol qui 1’ai lu*
Ceat toi et lul qui *1 a suit*
^se fw<a e /y/ /</ /a ay/
C’est toi et lui qui l’avez suivi. 
c’eat nousautres qui va les tirer.
^xse nuzo t  /, va _ /4 t/re
C’est nous qui allons les traire* But, usually; 
C'eet eusautres qui sont en allee*
se ^zdT A/ ao a: na/a
Ce eont eux qui e’en sont alles«
C’est les femmes qui risent.
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Occasionally reflexive verb® are employed mm^reflex- 
ively in the dialect 
Al a arrJte pour em dire bon-jour*
— <2 /4 aret p a r  or? de:r J?S y d r
Bile ®vest arretes pour me ©aluer. But* aleos 
(Hi *8 eet pas arrete on chexnin*
_Jd w arete a.
Nous n® noua sonanes pas arretes en route*
In the dialect« the first word of an Imperative sentence 
mot be the verb*
Arretes ce® m&caories; fais pu oa*
^sr&f v5^ /T7<skatr/ p y  sa _
Arrete ces singerlee; no fais plus cola*
Donnes* leur*s-en pass allons pu boire*
^dore /cer z& p<z &/d p y  twdr —
Bo lour en donnez pass He buvons plus*
CHAPTER VII
PREPOSITIONS
The prepositional locutions of the dialect do not 
differ much from those of the standard language* Below are 
noted most of the variations *
Modifications of compound prepositions:
A. P. 8 * P.
e» travers (de) (<? (d ^ )) a t rave re (de)
en-dessous {<ztsc£) au-desscme
tant qu*a k<3) quant a
au mo in s que ( °  lt?v/£  /<e ) Na mo Ins quo
en outre (<5r /y cl/) outre
Pour voir en-deseous il faudrait voir en travers*
_yjar i/near cz/sa /' -^ odre vwar a: fra vs &
Afin de voi* au-deesous il faudrait voir h travers.
The meaning of the preposition* ehez ( J g ) „ is restricted 
to "at the home of* in the dialect* 
chez elle; au magazin a; a '1  office du
^Je ze/ o /??<3cf<3ze a <3. /oj-is dy «
The preposition hormi ) j,® equivalent to the Eng tunicas*
Ils sont pas venus *hormis que c’etait pardant que petals pas la
_/ $5 ytz vny ar/w/ /e ae/e yarda /e yele ya
«I la ne sont pas venue a mo Inn qua ee na fut pendant qua jo 
n'y a tale pas*
fl!M t ) 1® used conjunctively in the phrase dee <gu£f never 
otherwise; It has the meaning "as soon as"*
II a ete dee qu’il *1 a oonnu.
_ /  /& e/e c/e / / /  /a  /a n y  ^
II set alls' aussitdt qu’il l'a su*
Sa|af has been corrupted to sauve ( s£>V ) .
In the matter of usage the A* F* preposition differs
very little from that of S. F. The few deviations that ocour
appear to be a mere matter of choice of words* Witness*
Plus longue par un pied;
<2 p j e
Plus longue d*un pied;
goutte par goutte; par la pendule;
goutte a goutte; a la pendule; 
remeroler pour; aujourd’hui en hult;
(Z y / f
remeroler de; d’&ujourd’hul en huit;
dans aine heure; dans la pluie; dans sa main; aux mains
^.a<%  e  / 7ce /z c /a i /&  a /y i d a  sd  fn e  o 
en une heure; par la pluie; a la main; entre lee maine
r^df7?£/'~5je joar ozardt//
/odfi. - a  a /  j O d r  /& jo < z d y /
- n /v AD/7
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doctour de modecine; par affaires;
— c/o//ae c  c/e /??e/y//7 pdf' d/dd
docteur en medicine; pour affaires;
m&l au coeur; mal aux dents; du mal "a pire;
_/77<^ / ^ /<&:r m dJ  o c/a dy /7?al 3  . p&f.
mal de coeur j mal de dentei de mal en pie; 
robe en sole; chapeau a Pierre;
^teb a dwa J^p° & /de;r
robe de sole; chapeau de Pierre;
CHAPTER VIII
coujKmrnoj®
Belam are lie ted practically all of the conjunctive 
locutions ewmljr found in the standard French, end he# 
aide eaeh is indicated ite A. v. equivalent.
ft. F. 




a assure que 
a notes que •. .ne 
epree que 
1  proportion qua 
attends qua 
an oas en 
an oas qua 
aneel





en condition que (<& Jsd/sjS
enfIn qua J&\
qui fait qua V<> f e J&)
not extant in dialect
en assure que
an ueins qua K° mwe...}
sane in d i«J.ee t
en proportion que (...^ pro^orsj'5 . 
net extant 
not extant
en (tout) eae que ( • • • \Jd ) Jd . .
not used as oonjunction
u m  in dialect
eana in dialect
quelque
paroe quo {P3.'~5 Jo }
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ce a*e@t pan que
eependaai
cobto
dan© 1® c m  cu 
de c rain Ce que»*«ae
de faqen que 
de ®&ae quo 
depute que 
















o *eet p m  que k * )
mam %sp&ct-& } 
m e  in dialect 
en eae que J&)
de peur quo
de nan lore que .**)
auecl Men que (^Z 
»mm in dialect





quelque \fiw aJc }
en «anlir« que (<2
euppceant que ***)
earn in dialect
et pule (*? /?/' ) talent
qt is never repeated to signify both
same in dialect
juequ’a que .Jo)
loin de <2^  }





nan (pas) que 
non seulemsnt que 
or 
ou
o u » « o u  
outre que 
pares que 












si bleu que 
si peu que
tout du meets \ tu  d y  mTm)
pas***#*nl {y < * • ••*./?/ )
not extant in dialect
pas que { jo d  Ira)
same In dialect
not extant in the dialeat
same in dlaleot
OU} never used double
en outre (que) (••«u  t  (M )
same, but pronouncedt




depula que \d $ y y  /< e )
same in dialect
saiao, but pronounced: l & f
\ V
same In dialect 
same In dialect 
same In dialect 
same In dialect 
same In dialect
ausel blorx que (o s / 0««)
ausel peu que { 0 0 / *#(l)
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sincrn si pas (*s/ /Dck)
sitot que aussltot que \ps/7o  J o  )
soit**••*soit eolt* never used double
soit»****ou same In dialect
soit queo««»6oit que solt qua*not double
sulvant que not extant In dialect
suppose que same; also supposant que
taxidla* • • • *que same in dialect
tant*^w«*«que not extant in the dialect
teat que same in dialect
tellamsnt que same in dialect
toutefole not extant In the dialect
une foie que has meanings once that
fu que voyant que ty w d jfc  k a )
In tne matter of grammatical usage the A* F« conjunct 
tion does not differ from Its n# if* counterpart*
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